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Toyota sienna maintenance required light flashes 6 times

Thread Starter     Join Date: Jan 2003 Location: jamesburg, nj, usa Posts: 16 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... Everytime i turn the car on, the maintenance required light blinks a few times then turns off. However, everytime it blinks a fwe more times, and its now at the point where it blinks for
like 30 seconds straight. Also, when i step on the gas and get on it at a medium level, it makes almost like a whistling noise. If anyone has any tips on what i should do, i'd appreciate it. thanks   Member     Join Date: Oct 2002 Location: Longview, wa, usa Posts: 1,190 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn
the car on... (99gs-r) i have the same problem.. someone answer this   Will you make something up for me please?     Join Date: Sep 2001 Location: SoCal Posts: 6,155 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (Type Wah) The Maintence Required light will come on at preset intervals (by
mileage). It doesn't mean anything's wrong. It just means you should take it in for service (or do it yourself). This includes, but isn't limited to, oil changes, tire rotations, etc. After a few days, it will stay on. If you feel under the steering column, there is a little square button that you can press to turn it off. Just hold down the button for a few seconds. Don't forget
to change your oil.   Member     Join Date: Oct 2002 Location: Longview, wa, usa Posts: 1,190 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (shamoo) thanks, can u explain the whistling noise.. i drive a non vtec b18b for cryiing out loud.. lol   New User     Join Date: Nov 2000 Location: work in
Tennessee and live in Georgia, from Tampa, Florida, USA Posts: 1,121 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (Type Wah) maybe yours came witha turbo LOL   Member     Join Date: Oct 2002 Location: Longview, wa, usa Posts: 1,190 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance
required light blinks when i turn the car on... (Andrea_Aunie) i wish. hahha, damn turbo didn't come in the mail yet.. i'm starting to feel like i got jewed.. my manifold came in before the turbo, and i paid for my turbo first.. god, i hope i dont get jewed..   Will you make something up for me please?     Join Date: Sep 2001 Location: SoCal Posts: 6,155 Likes: 0
Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (Type Wah) Quote: thanks, can u explain the whistling noise.. i drive a non vtec b18b for cryiing out loud.. lol Do you have any intake modifications? Cold air intake? Short ram intake? Does it happen in a certain gear? Sometimes Honda trannies will whine in
certain gears under a certain amount of load. Does it do it all the time? Be a little more specific as to when it happens.   Honda-Tech Member     Join Date: Jul 2002 Location: Okinawa, USA Posts: 4,486 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (shamoo) I'd change the oil then reset that bad *****
fu*@#!   "Haters Gonna Hate"     Join Date: Dec 2000 Location: ¯\_(ツ)_/¯, AZ, USA Posts: 6,855 Received 3 Likes on 2 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (Type Wah) Quote: thanks, can u explain the whistling noise.. i drive a non vtec b18b for cryiing out loud.. lol Most likely its your intake   Nikon!!!     Join Date: Jul
2002 Location: Hell A, CA Posts: 6,087 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (99gs-r) check your gas cap. this happened to me one in my wifes LS. if it s not tight the light will come on. [Modified by thaiphob, 12:32 AM 1/14/2003]   Honda-Tech Member     Join Date: Jan 2002 Location: NY,
USA Posts: 11,669 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (thaiphob) [QUOTE]check your gas cap. this happened to me one in my wifes LS. if it s not tight the light will come on.[QUOTE] Huh? You're kidding, right?!   Honda-Tech Member     Join Date: Jul 2001 Location: houston, tx, usa Posts:
1,545 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (99gs-r) do a search for "maintenance required" in both active and archived topics, this should give you more than enough information about that! as to your whistling noise, if you don't have a stock intake it is a normal opperational sound.   Nikon!!!  
  Join Date: Jul 2002 Location: Hell A, CA Posts: 6,087 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (ebelp) Quote: check your gas cap. this happened to me one in my wifes LS. if it s not tight the light will come on. Huh? You're kidding, right?! um, no i am not.   Member     Join Date: Apr 2002
Location: You can be my wingman anytime...., Las Vegas, US Posts: 4,604 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (samagon) Quote: do a search for "maintenance required" in both active and archived topics, this should give you more than enough information about that! as to your whistling
noise, if you don't have a stock intake it is a normal opperational sound. and My AEM whistles all the time.   Honda-Tech Member   Join Date: Feb 2002 Location: PA Posts: 6,621 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (thaiphob) Considering the gas tank is pressurized, that makes sense. Ever notice
that when you take off the gas cap it hisses? That's the pressure in the tank. The whistling could be the pressure leaking by.   Thread Starter     Join Date: Jan 2003 Location: jamesburg, nj, usa Posts: 16 Likes: 0 Received 0 Likes on 0 Posts Re: My maintenance required light blinks when i turn the car on... (99gs-r) good lluck with it   2001, blink, blinks, car,
crv, flashes, honda, integra, light, maint, maintenance, maintinace, req, requirded, required, turn, turns, whistling Your check engine light came on, now what? These tips can help you determine whether your vehicle has major engine problems or just a loose gas cap. We've all been there before. You're driving along when you notice a yellow light out of the
corner of your eye. A quick glance at the dash confirms your fear. It's the check engine light. If you're like most car owners, you're not sure if you should continue to panic or not, and you have little idea what that light is trying to tell you or how you should react. The often misunderstood check engine light or "service engine soon" message can mean many
different things. It could be a misfiring engine, a broken oxygen sensor or simply a loose gas cap. When you see the check engine light it doesn't necessarily mean you need to pull the car over to the side of the road and call a tow truck. It does mean you should get the car checked out as soon as possible. If you ignore the warning, you could end up causing
further damage. It could also be a sign that you're getting poor gas mileage and emitting high levels of pollutants. In any case, if the check engine light is on in your car, it's time to schedule a service appointment. At our service center, we have factory-trained technicians who can easily check and diagnose what's behind your check engine light message, at a
cost that is nearly always lower than a private garage. Call Our Check Engine Hotline at 877-720-8576 to See If You Should Get Your Car Towed While it's true that extreme problems like low oil pressure or an overheating engine will trigger your check engine light to come on, your dashboard has other lights and gauges to warn you of serious problems. A
good rule of thumb is to always read your owner's manual and learn about the different reasons that would trigger the check engine light to come on. It should also give you a tour of the other gauge and warning indicators on your dashboard. If your check engine light is on, the first thing to do is look for a serious problem that requires immediate attention.
Check your dashboard gauges and lights for indications of low oil pressure or overheating. These conditions mean you should pull over and shut off the engine as soon as you can find a safe place to do so. On some cars, a yellow "check engine" means investigate the problem, while a red "check engine" means stop right now. Next, try tightening your gas
cap. This often solves the problem. Keep in mind that it may take several trips before the light resets. Some vehicles have a separate indicator that warns of a loose gas cap before the condition sets off the "check engine" light. Reduce your speed and, if possible, the weight you're carrying. If the "check engine" light is blinking or you notice any serious
performance problems, such as a loss of power, reduce your speed and try to reduce the load on the engine. For example, it would be a good idea to stop towing a trailer. Have the car checked as soon as possible to prevent expensive damage. Even if you don't notice an extreme problem, you should definitely still have the check engine code read and the
problem fixed. If you want to diagnose the malfunction yourself, you can buy a scan tool at most auto parts stores. Prices range from about $40 to several hundred, depending on the model and the features. These tools will give you instructions on how to decipher the engine codes. If you don't have the mechanical skills to diagnose and fix the problem, it's a
more cost-effective decision to go directly to a service center. If your check engine light is on and you're in need of a diagnosis, contact our service department for a fast and cost-efficient solution.
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